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Abstract

Fundamentally, this project pursues the concept of construction from destructive forces. It presents architectural opportunity at the
physical scale of the mega-city and the time scale of the geological, advocating for a manipulation of our environment that extends
architectural operation beyond our life-span, human labor, and predefined architectural program.

From nature's perspective, mass material movements are one of the ways in which it deconstructs; in the case of a natural disturbance,
one can observe the rebirth of material from one form to another. Geological timelines witness the entire re-composition of materials.
Materiality has always been at the heart of many architectural issues, from assembly to phenomenological and economics discussion,
informing the way we construct. In architecture, aggregation of material is a wide-ranging topic, but can most traditionally be thought
of as stone or concrete. This thesis takes on the issues of aggregate materials at the edge of a balanced state. As this non-equilibrium
state begins to suggest the very pressing concern of environmental hazards, the project speculates on a scenario that is more frequently
encountered by urban populations and is increasingly well documented as instrumentation becomes more widespread and risks
increase.

Perhaps we can find a way to construct an architecture that changes material phasing as a response to natural geological processes.
Abstracting conditions to a lab-like studio setting, the project explores the subject of aggregation and accumulation.
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I. Introduction

This project asks how destructive forces can be used for
construction. It seeks out latent potentials in aggregate materials
and forces, situating itself within a dialogue of new landscape
methodologies, aggregate material formations, phase changing
processes and alternative development strategies.

From a geological perspective, mass material movements
are a method of simultaneous deconstruction and reformation.
They are a continuous phase-change process. While we might see
them typically as hazards, this project sees them as opportunities
for analog actuation of a hillside, forming a field or a scattering of
spatial instruments. The thesis essentially seeks to build with debris
material in a landslide disturbance scenario.

Drawing from many diverse disciplines, the project
attempts to coherently synthesize a landscape modification, a
soft, multi-purpose infrastructural geoprosthetic architecture. It
investigates a geotechnical solution in the form of an architectural
strategy and the potentials of aggregate materials in the context
of environmental turmoil.

Materiality in architecture has always been at the heart of
many of its driving issues, from assembly to phenomenological and
economics discussion, heavily informing the way we construct.
From nature's perspective, mass material movements are also
the way it deconstructs; in the case of a natural disturbance, one
can observe the rebirth of material from one form to another. In





"The absence of simple, low-cost,
human-scale methods of disaster
preparedness and mitigation is a
significant weakness." - Disaster

Preparedness Network Nepal

architecture, aggregation of material is a wide-ranging topic,
but can most traditionally be thought of as stone or concrete.
This thesis takes on the issues of aggregate materials on the
edge of equilibrium. As this suggests a concern of environmental
hazards, this is an issue that the majority of the planet, urban
and rural, will need to consider on an increasingly regular basis.
It presents architectural opportunity at the physical scale of the
mega-city and the time scale of the geological, advocating for
a manipulation of our environment that extends architectural
operation past the human life-span, beyond human labor, and
extending predefined architectural program.

The goal was to create a new process of construction,
focusing on control over the accumulation of parts. Hence
the liquifaction of aggregate materials became the source of
exploration. Aggregate materials, in concept, are already the
source of both construction and destruction. Stone and earth have
been used for construction by architects throughout history, from
the Ifugao rice terraces or Borobodur to Herzog and de Meuron's
Dominus Winery, Winsun's 3D printed houses, or Foster Partners'
3D printed moon shelter. We have witnessed new conceptual
tools for processing materials in ways that are more efficient and
humane in terms of labor and material efficiency as we continue
to search for local material latencies. Physical processes have
become the tools with which we can not only build, but design in
accordance with. Simulation technologies are becoming robust
enough to use in a designer's process, while beginning to take
into account larger physical contexts. This is to mean potentials in
modeling matter, liquid and atmospheric flows. We can begin to
sketch out scenarios that mimic these processes close enough to
plan for the rebirth of our architectural sites.

Research on material flows from many aspects have
immensely proliferated over recent years. In the case of landslide
and mass movement hazards we can observe not only the
dramatic increase of the amount of recorded data available,
but the enlightened realization of the real numbers of mortality
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rates and economic losses. This trend, in consequence has been
paralled by the number of publications on the subject. This is not
uncommon given the increased interests for all environmental
hazards in the same time frame.

This thesis takes an issue that is prevalent throughout the
majority of earth's land, dramatically affecting many urban fringe
areas across the world, and proposes a new design approach
based in physical and digital simulation processes for taking on
the problems in disaster scenarios. Landslides are an unfortunately
common issue in many dense informal urban settlements,
especially common in mountainous, rainy areas in south and
southeast Asia. The mortality rate as well as economic loss have
recently proven to be much higher than originally thought. This
can be attributed to the fact that data collection is getting more
accurate. Simultaneously, cities and haphazard developments
are expanding at exponential rates.

Research was gathered for many locations across the
globe, therefore emphasis was given to the process rather than
specific location. The site becomes an invented testing ground
for digital and physical simulations, creating the platform from
which cities in the Philippines, Nepal, India, China, Pakistan, and
Venezuela and many others can draw from. The work's trajectory,
however, could have the potential to expand far beyond these
places. From this scenario, the project attempts to extract a
method of construction from destruction. It seeks a new, rapid
system of building that takes advantage of the geologic forces
that are already inevitable in most areas on earth. By abstracting
the scenario to an invented ground acting as a full-scale
geotechnical lab setting, we can begin to extract architectural
qualities out of the reconfiguration of the landscape. It is hoped
that in the end, one can begin to imagine the latent architectural
possibilities in what is typically considered a destructive force. In
effect, the ground is turned into a medium for spatial writing and
re-writing that contains the foundation for future development
possibilities.
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II. Geotech

A crash course in geotechnical engineering was necessary to
provide a basic understanding of landslides and their causes.
The types and causes of landslides are typically distilled into the
following categories, providing a guide to begin deploying the
design in scenarios that focus on the appropriate soil and slope
conditions. The conditions that would make the most sense seem
to be slides and flows,

landslide - "the movement of a
mass of rock, debris or earth down a
slope". Varnes (1978)

right flank
crown cracks
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transverse ridges ................

radial cracks
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MII. Studies

A series of both physical and digital fluid dynamics studies was
conducted as an initial set of experimental options to draw upon
for further exploration. Primitive objects are scaled in x, y, and
z axis and distributed in a variety of ways to guide, obstruct, or
collect flows of granular debris material. The schemes become
possibilities for micro urban spaces shown as both pre and post
landslide potentials for space-making. A wide variety of topologies
begins to inform the programmatic potential of the phase-change
material manipulation.
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IV. C
Z

"It is not true that physical geography
is not flexible....So, what I am trying to
do are projects that are reversible,
projects that can easily become
different to what they initially were.
- Bernardo Secchi

oncepts

A wide variety of strategies were explored in an attempt to create
a large-scale site of rapid manufacturing that could become
a space for community gardens and recreation. Some were
implemented in a synthesized, minimalist scheme that becomes
spatial both before and after a landslide occurance.

The strategies researched and considered include ideas of
buoancy, diversion, geocells, infusion, jamming, water-weight,
deposition, and restraint. They are essentially driven by a process
that deals with a dynamic fluid pressure. The hope is that by taking
advantage of the existing flows in geology, we can capture and
configure materials in a controlled manner, creating a productive
scenario from large, otherwise dangerous occurances.

The design proposed produces a barrier at the front of the unit,
diverting material into the space between the double-layered
skin of steel mesh. These hyperbolic, fabric-like surfaces are
anchored by pilons driven deep into the ground by a portable
drilling machine. This is the only 'heavy' process needed. The rest
is flexible, light and transparent, yet still provides safe passage and
a sense of architectural enclosure when occupied.

In the post-landslide phase, the unit becomes infused with debris
material. This material can act as full enclosure or as an open-
aired, light-filtering membrane. If needed, the top layer can then
be pulled taught, restraining the material for a finalized form.
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This 'hard' barrier for debris flow mitigation is difficult to deploy
and breaks up over time, becoming inneffective.

A soft strategy becomes a more viable and easily deployable
solution, but is still only a geotechnical solution. An architectural
use for this resilient infrastructure requires another step of design
development that the proposed system provides, merging
architecture, landscape, and infrastructure.

Hard vs. Soft Infrastructural Strategies53
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58 Section with debris flow simulation



Section with debris flow simulation59
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V. Design



Site Plan63



64 close-up exterior rendering
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65 interior rendering



66 interior rendering



67 phase 1, pre-landslide rendering



68 phase 2, post-landslide rendering
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Introductionpart I

The goal of this proposal is to use traditionally destructive processes
as a form of architectural creation by exploring phase-changing latencies in
construction ecologies. It will make a case for undervalued or irregular materials
in combination with intelligent, labor-reducing processes for reprogramming
and redeployment, thereby expanding the repertoire of material properties and
applications for architects. New material methods will be proposed to make use of
existing, undervalued material. The end of a building's life and the redistribution
of its components is not typically a well understood scenario from an architect's
perspective; therefore, It will provide a bridge between the beginning and the end
of a construction's life where there currently is none.

The proposal's title borrows the ecological concept of a 'natural
disturbance', referring to a temporary destructive change in an environment that
has the ability to play a role In the balance of an ecosystem. The project's setup takes

84
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the stance that this concept can be applied to an urban ecosystem as well, accepting
the act of destruction and redeployment of building material as a regulatory act of
rebirth. It is an event that architects could play a larger role in rather than leaving it
to planners and engineers. Prototypical examples in nature might Include forest fires,
flooding, windstorms, insect outbreaks and trampling. Major disturbances may also
exist in the form of natural or anthropogenic processes, for instance, forest clearing
or the introduction of invasive species. The disturbances that take place in our society
take the form of environmental factors, natural disasters, social decline, war, or
cultural events. As architects, we attempt to take control over and work against the
grain of these events rather than exploit the energies embedded within them. Much
effort is made to rule out certain scenarios and promote others. However, architecture
has recently started to take on a cyclical meaning to people again, a 'cradle to cradle'
type philosophy. This thinking placed in an urban context is an architectural tool that
can be deployed by those in construction, planning or development as a potential act
of 'everyday urbanism'

The 'disturbance' approach is not unlike a concept conceived by physicists
Heinrich Jaeger and Andrea Liu's entitled "Far-From-Equilibrium Physics". These
researchers push the idea of materials at a non-equilibrium state in pursuit of more
extreme material phenomena and properties. Some examples may include fluid
flows becoming turbulent and the point at which solids give way and fracturel.
Rapid cooling, for instance, is key to some manufacturing processes In order to create
strong alloys and plastics. While we are still working to gain scientific understandings
of these phenomena, we are also gaining new understandings through artistic
and design speculation. These two non-typical states in natural systems suggest a

Tykr Crai:)
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biogeomimicry approach to transitioning architectural scenarios and offer credibility
to the idea of looking to things like geological processes outside typical equilibrium
states for ideas on architectural manufacturing and assembly.

The idea of re-phasing or re-programming materiality has been around
for some time, but research is often only carried out at a very small scale. There
are, however, concepts that can be translated from disciplines such as robotics
and geotechnical engineering Into architectural applications. In addition to the
obvious structural assembly arguments, part of the concept implies an adaptability
and redeployment of a simple, irregular material. Here a link is made to theory in
recent years on destruction and demolition in architecture. An exploded building
transitioning from a solid to a liquefied state is perhaps one of the closest things we
have to a rapid reprogrammable architecture. Materials have advanced enough to
begin to design structures that have the ability to be rapidly deployed and potentially
make use of existing material such as rubble that would have little purpose for
examination outside of architectural culture,

One of the problems faced is the fact that building processes are relatively
slow and require massive amounts of coordination. They take advantage of cheap
labor with traditional processes while other industries take off with efficiency and
inventiveness. People are still suffering to construct projects in an era which has
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ample technology to provide humane measures. The larger hope is to prod at the
existing paradigms of material, process, and their larger impact on society It is well
documented that material production and distribution by way of the industrial
revolution has depleted resources and charred landscapes. Shifting interest into
options such as bio-materials and semiotic aggregations of found material seems
more relevant as an approach.
The study searches for new material methods and a nuanced sensitivity to areas
that are at the end of their life and in need of reconstruction. The intervention
focuses on a process rather than specific programmatic intent. However, in
addition to materials and processes, there is always a tertiary, parasitic result ready
to latch onto our architectural systems. The proposal seeks to take advantage of,
imitate, and learn to deploy systems that work with, or adapt to inefficiencies and
inconsistencies inherent in architectural materials. The disturbances that take
place in our society take the form of environmental factors, natural disasters, social

csSvier Crami
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decline, war, or cultural events. As architects, we attempt to take control over these
factors, Much effort is made to rule out certain scenarios and promote others. The
hypothesis' argues for a less deterministic strategy, going beyond typical methods
of adaptive reuse or demolition.

While a large body of architectural and urbanism theory draws thoughts
on destructive acts' effects in architecture, the engineering and construction
industry might focus on demolition and material flows, and yet another group's
political efforts revolve around eliminating urban blight, crime, and redevelopment
efforts; there is little work that merges the efforts into a meaningful scenario from
every facet. That is the realm of overlap this thesis will hope to situate itself in and
add new knowledge to.
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Frederico Diaz's Frederco Diaz's robotically constructed sculp-
Geometric Death tures build a materiality that Implies granular
Frequency - 141 flows and a blurring of solid and liquid material

phases
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"Walking Through
Walls"
Eyal Weizman

of housing inhabitants or even being recognizable as a structure. Traditionally,
architects expect this scenario to be beyond their control, power, or even interest.
In the thesis proposed, the incident does not necessarily need to be violent
in nature, but rather, controlled and actuation-based. As Gissen describes: "in
one flash of a moment, the distinction between social creation and nature are
atomized.' The harboring of debris, aggregate, and granular materials is an almost
geologic approach to construction and deconstruction. This thesis will deal with
methods of deposition and control of chaotic systems that embody the aesthetic
of decay, destruction, debris, and fragment. Ideas of accumulation re-composition
of material will drive the project.

Materiality was key in Le Duc's thinking, drawing influence from
medieval gothic buildings. In more recent history, materials have become
more hybridized and are being developed to further take advantage of natural

rver Crain
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Conical Intersect
1975
Pads
Gordon Matta-Clark

systems of performance. Designers have drifted into the a zone of developing new
compositing processes as well as growing their own biomaterials or becoming part
of the development process of the tools they use. This interest in becoming more
a part of the processes and materials that inherently shape architectural projects
is still a relevant concern. The taxonomy of heavy machinery depicted later in this
book references many tools that are commonly used in construction, yet never make
it to the drawing board. The largest machinery is applied to destructive processes
such as cutting or crushing. If part of the artistic process calls for a subversive
use of tools, then perhaps there are more creative uses for the tools already on
construction sites. As shown later, studies of these 'destruction machines' are
underway for their potential use within a new material logic.
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Jamming at Comell
Creative Machines Lab
(2010) "Universal robotic
gripper based on the
jamming of granular
material," Proceedings of
the National Academy of
Sciences (PNAS), Vol. 107,
no, 44, pp.18809-18814

Jamming-activated truss
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and ripraps all have ample design exploration potential that are already proven in
geological contexts.

Working with geotextile-inspired solutions designed for earth stabili-
zation could provide a system of tensile control to a system of pure compressive
modes at a large scale. Composites in geotechnical engineering are getting to be
quite advanced, utilizing fiber optics sensing systems and high strength, flexible
materials. Furthermore, exploration into the qualities of jamming could yield a
method of repurposing existing, irregular materials into structurally-performing
configurations. The site in this proposal inherently has holds less bearing in
the initial stages of the research. However, shrinking cities with highly frequent
demolition such as Detroit or Philadelphia are being explored as a mode of artistic
endeavors seeking to give back value to these communities. essentially a rebirth
of the architectural object, therefore, it should situate itself in a place that seems

Jamming Skin Enabled
Robot
Jaeger Lob
James Franck Institute
The University of Chicago

common geotextie
deployment
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to be on the last strand of life. The site will be In a shrinking, blighted neighbor-
hood in either Philadelphia or Detroit as they are some of the primary examples
of dilapidation and rapidly shrinking populations in the country. The fact that
they have been in decline for some time is a good thing by the definition of this
project. They can make way for a new beginning, ready for a'disturbance' Not
only is population in decline, the buildings have been in decline. Philadelphia's
Neighborhood Transformation inititive (NTI) for example removed almost six
thousand vacant buildings in six years with no redevelopment strategy for the
newly empty lots. The same has occurred in other cities such as St. Louis and
Detroit. There have been some interventions by artworks, city gardens, and other
initiatives. Artist Tyree Guyton's Heidelberg Project in Detroit ornaments houses,
lawns, and streets with optimistic, playful symbols.

At the real scale of construction, an exploration into heavy machinery
was conducted in order to draw out potential instruments for use and misuse
by an operator, planning for rapid synthesizing with existing building processes.
Many categories of equipment are listed and depicted in order to get an overview
of the equipment typically used in construction. Three different speculations were
pulled out as to suggest potential utilization in a large-scale deployment of the
jamming concept. The act of construction becomes an act of spectacle and perfor-
mance.

Heavy Machinery Taxonomy:

Tencate Geosynthetic
Systems
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Part IV

Programmable matter is a concept that is well established within
many disciplines. It is driven by the fundamental idea of a material that has the
potential for infinite reusability, being controlled and adapted to form different
shapes for different purposes. The project proposed here is along a similar line of
research, but it is calling for a smart process of 're-programming' material with
new processes and designed materials rather than producing initially smart,
programmable parts. This creates a project that Is inherently multi-contextual
and reproducible within similar contexts, yet retains the ability to easily produce
different results for different contexts. The project extends the discussion of rapid
architectural deployment into a place that ultimately deals with less-engineered
objects and materials.

Heidelberg Project
Detroit, Michigan
Tyree Guyton

research on jamming
at The O'Hern Group
Yale University
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